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Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are attractive candidates as power sources for various applications, such as

electric vehicles and large-scale energy storage devices. However, safety and life issues are still great

challenges for the practical applications of LIBs. Metallic lithium plating on the negative electrode under

critical charging conditions accelerates performance degradation and poses safety hazards for LIBs.

Therefore, anode lithium plating in LIBs has recently drawn increased attention. This article reviews the

recent research and progress regarding anode lithium plating of LIBs. Firstly, the adverse effects of

anode lithium plating on the electrochemical performance of LIBs are presented. Various in situ and ex

situ techniques for characterizing and detecting anode lithium plating are then summarized. Also, this

review discusses the influencing factors that induce anode lithium plating and approaches to mitigating

or preventing anode lithium plating. Finally, remaining challenges and future developments related to

anode lithium plating are proposed in the conclusion.

1. Introduction

Lithium ion batteries (LIBs) have been widely used as energy

storage devices for portable applications such as cell phones,

laptops and digital electronics; this is due to their unique

advantages, such as high energy and power density, low

memory effect and environmental friendliness.1–3 Recently, the

application of LIBs has also been extended to the elds of large-

scale energy storage and electric vehicles (EVs) to replace

conventional energy sources such as fossil fuels. Unfortunately,

to become commercially viable and competitive, LIBs still face

some critical technological challenges, including short cycling

life and poor safety, especially for EV and large-scale energy

storage applications.4

The cycling life and safety of LIBs depend on many complex

factors, including their material properties, manufacturing

techniques, battery designs, and practical operating condi-

tions.5–8 Among these, metallic lithium plating (or deposition)

on the anode, usually in the form of dendrites or mosses, is one
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of the major causes of aging and safety accidents of LIBs.5,9

Under normal charging conditions, Li+ ions shuttle from the

cathode to the anode and intercalate quickly into the anode

active material (most commonly graphite), which does not

induce anode lithium plating. However, Li plating is kinetically

favorable, as the working potential of graphite is very close to

that of metallic Li deposition. The propensity towards anode Li

plating in LIBs has a close relationship not only with the

charging conditions, such as low temperature,10,11 high

charging rate and overcharging,12,13 but also with aspects of the

battery design, such as low anode/cathode ratio and

manufacturing defects.14 These conditions result in high anode

polarization and force the anode potential to the threshold of

metallic Li plating, thus leading to anode lithium plating.

Actually, in addition to graphite, some alternative anode

candidates, such as Si or Sn materials, also have working

potentials close to that of Li metal and are also likely to

encounter the difficulty of anode Li plating.15,16

The deposited Li metal easily reacts with the electrolyte,

which, on the one hand, consumes active lithium and electro-

lyte, and on the other hand, causes the loss of electrical contact

of some deposited Li with the anode (referred to as dead

lithium), thus accelerating capacity fading.17 Moreover, the

reaction between Li metal and electrolyte forms a redundant

interfacial lm which increases the anode polarization and, in

turn, promotes further anode Li plating. More importantly, the

continuous growth of dendritic Li may pierce the separator and

induce an internal short circuit, which can result in thermal

runway and safety accidents of LIBs.18,19

Therefore, in order to improve the cycling life and safety of

LIBs, it is very urgent and imperative to prevent anode lithium

plating, especially the formation of dendritic Li. The impor-

tance of anode Li plating has triggered extensive investiga-

tions, including analysis of the mechanism and conditions,

developing effective characterization methods, and designing

strategies for restraint of anode Li plating. For example,

suitable charging protocols, battery designs and modica-

tions of the anode and electrolyte have been suggested to

prevent anode lithium plating.20–22 However, anode Li plating

is not completely understood or suppressed, due to its

complex mechanisms. Thus, it is of signicance to summarize

recent progress to better understand and suppress anode Li

plating.

In this review, recent investigations into anode lithium

plating in the literature are systematically reviewed. We rstly

describe the electrochemical or chemical reactions associated

with anode lithium plating and its adverse effects on the elec-

trochemical performance of LIBs. The in situ and ex situ

methods of detecting anode lithium plating are then presented.

Aer that, the causes of anode lithium plating are analyzed and

approaches to preventing anode Li plating are discussed.

Finally, we conclude with recent developments and suggest

further studies of anode lithium plating in LIBs.

2. Reactions associated with anode
lithium plating

When anode lithium plating occurs in the charging process, two

processes (Li interaction into active materials and anode Li

plating) coexist, shown as follows:23

xLi+ + LidC6 + xe�/ Lid+xC6 (1)

Fig. 1 Schematic of (a) the intercalation and plating currents during charging to higher states of charge, and (b) the re-intercalation of deposited

lithium during rest (adapted from ref. 23).
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yLi+ + ye�/ yLi (2)

Under these conditions, the total charging current is divided

into intercalation current and Li plating current.With continuing

charging, due to the decreasing vacancy sites for Li intercalation

and the limited solid-state diffusion in graphite, the charge

current for Li intercalation is gradually reduced. Simultaneously,

the current for Li plating is increased because the transport rate

of Li+ from electrolyte exceeds the Li-intercalation rate, which

induces the accumulation of more Li+ on the surface and drives

the anode potential to below 0 V (Fig. 1a). As a consequence,

anode lithium plating becomes more severe with charging time.

Regardless of any external current, when anode lithium

plating occurs, a portion of the deposited lithium may undergo

two subsequent reactions:23 reinsertion into the graphite anode

(shown in Fig. 1b) during the tapering charging or resting time

(eqn (3)), and reaction with the electrolyte (eqn (4)):

3Li + Lid+xC6/ Lid+x+3C6 (3)

R + Li/ R–Li (R represents electrolyte) (4)

During discharge, two reactions can successively proceed at

the anode:

Li/ Li+ + e� (5)

Lid+x+3C6/ 6C + (d + x + 3)Li+ + (d + x + 3)e� (6)

Fig. 1b clearly shows the reinsertion current of deposited Li

during relaxation or tapering charging. When lithium deposits

on the graphite surface, a potential difference exists between

the deposited Li and the LixC6 in the graphite bulk. The

potential difference pushes the deposited Li to reinsert into the

graphite, given sufficient time, until the potential difference or

deposited active Li disappears. The reinsertion current depends

on the amount of deposited Li, which means the greater the

amount of deposited Li, the more reinsertion occurs during

relaxation. The re-intercalation (eqn (3)) and Li stripping (eqn

(5)) reactions of deposited lithium do not cause any capacity

loss; this is called reversible deposited lithium. However, the

reaction of deposited lithium with the electrolyte forms surface

lms and results in permanent capacity loss.

3. Adverse effects of anode lithium
plating

The adverse effects of anode lithium plating on LIBs mainly

involve rapid performance degradation and safety issues. When

anode lithium plating occurs during abnormal charging, the

deposited metallic lithium reacts spontaneously with the elec-

trolyte until an intact passivation layer forms, i.e., solid elec-

trolyte interphase (SEI) lm, because metallic lithium is

thermodynamically active in polar aprotic solvents.24 The reac-

tion between metallic lithium and the electrolyte consumes the

active lithium and electrolyte, which will induce capacity

degradation and poor coulombic efficiency. Simultaneously, the

formed SEI lm increases the internal resistance of LIBs,

causing larger polarization during the intercalation/

deintercalation of Li ions.25 Aer anode lithium plating,

partial deposited lithium, especially dendritic lithium, may lose

electrical contact with the anode and may even form oating

fragments or structures in the electrolyte (known as dead

lithium) during the subsequent discharge. Both dead lithium

and the formation of SEI lm will result in permanent loss of

active lithium and are responsible for the fast capacity degra-

dation during anode lithium plating. It should be noted that

anode lithium plating is a self-accelerating process, since the

reaction of metallic Li with electrolyte leads to an increase in

internal resistance due to thickening of the SEI lm and drying

out of the electrolyte.17,26,27 The increased internal resistance

enhances the likelihood of further anode lithium plating during

the subsequent charging; this was conrmed by Petzl et al.,28

who demonstrated that the rate of battery aging was accelerated

when anode lithium plating occurred. It has already been

proved that the dramatically increased overall impedance

induced by continuous growth of SEI lm will even result in

ultimate failure of metal lithium electrodes during high current

density cycling;29 this may also be the case for LIBs that are

subject to anode lithium plating.

The safety issues induced by anode lithium plating include

internal short circuits caused by the dendritic lithium30,31 and

thermal runaway due to the intense exothermic reaction of

deposited lithium with the electrolyte. The deposited lithium is

oen present in the form of dendrites or needles which are very

similar to the dendrites of the metal Li electrode; therefore, the

dendrites in LIBs and lithium metal batteries have analogous

detrimental effects on cell safety.32,33 The formation of dendritic

lithium is closely related to the charge current, SEI lm and

concentration of Li+ ions on the anode surface. According to

Chazalviel's model,34 the formation and growth of Li dendrites

occur where the Li+ concentration is close to zero (Li+ depletion

zone). High charging current leads to rapid Li+ depletion at the

anode and thus induces the formation of Li dendrites.35,36 Also,

the local non-uniformity of the electrode/electrolyte interface,37

which results in a large concentration variation of Li+ ions,

causes the formation of lithium dendrites. The continuous

growth of dendritic or needle-like lithium is prone to penetrate

the separator and cause internal short circuits in LIBs and even

cell explosion. Pinholes were observed on the separator aer

dissembling a LIB overcharged to 150% state of charge (SOC);

this was believed to be triggered by the growth of lithium

dendrites.25

Another safety problem is that the deposited lithium, even

when not in dendritic form, accelerates the thermal runaway of

LIBs.38,39 The rapid exothermic reaction between deposited

lithium with electrolyte will produce signicant heat, increasing

the cell temperature and further causing re or explosion of

LIBs.40 When 18650-type cells with different SOCs were sub-

jected to thermal runaway testing, the onset exothermic

temperature of these cells overcharged to Li plating decreased

dramatically from 140 �C to as low as 65 �C due to the

exothermic reaction between the deposited lithium and the

electrolyte.41 Based on the accelerating rate calorimeter (ARC)

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016 RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 88683–88700 | 88685
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and thermal analysis combined with mass spectrometry,

Fleischhammer et al. found that the graphite anode with

lithium plating generated more heat and strongly reduced the

safety of LIBs.42 Yuan et al.43 studied the overcharge failure of

a 32 A h battery and found that massive anode lithium plating

was the main reason for the increase of internal temperature

(more than 200 �C) when the battery was overcharged to 180%

SOC.

4. Detection of anode lithium plating

Since anode lithium plating is one of the major reasons for

aging and safety issues, which deteriorate the reliability and

durability of LIBs, it should be avoided or at least easily detected

by effective methods. Tremendous efforts have been devoted to

characterizing or detecting anode lithium plating during

charging in order to gain deeper understanding and further

avoid anode lithium plating. These detection techniques are

roughly divided into electrochemical and physical categories.

4.1. Electrochemical techniques

Based on the reaction between metal lithium and the electrolyte

and the difference in electrochemical behaviors of deposited

lithium and intercalated carbon (LixC6), various electro-

chemical techniques have been employed to detect anode

lithium plating in LIBs, which involve the measurement of

anode potential, coulombic efficiency, charge/discharge curves

and corresponding differential curves, and voltage relaxation

during resting. Due to their high sensitivity and non-

destructivity to LIBs, electrochemical techniques are regarded

as ideal methods for in situ detection of anode lithium plating

which are easily applicable to battery management systems

(BMS).

4.1.1 Anode potential. The anode potential is the most

evident sign to determine whether anode lithium plating

occurs. Thermodynamically, anode lithium plating emerges

when the anode potential drops below 0 V (vs. Li+/Li). Therefore,

by inserting a reference electrode into LIBs to monitor the

anode potential, anode lithium plating can be easily detected.

Typically, metallic lithium foil is used as the reference elec-

trode for a three-electrode cell.44,45 However, the potential of

metallic lithium is highly dependent on its surface properties,

particularly the SEI layer. Moreover, the lithium foil reference

electrode must be prepared under inert atmosphere, leading to

inconvenience in operation. Alternative reference electrodes

include lithium alloys, such as Li–Sn46 and Li–Al,47 or lithium

intercalation compounds with stable equilibrium potentials,

such as Li4Ti5O12 and LiFePO4.
48 Compared with metallic

lithium, these reference electrodes have the advantage of easy

assembly into LIBs in open air. Among these, Li4Ti5O12 and

LiFePO4 are regarded as the most promising reference elec-

trodes due to their stable working potential and minimal reac-

tion with the electrolyte.48–50

Using an inserted reference electrode, the effects of cell

design and charging conditions, such as temperature and

charging rate, on anode lithium plating can be determined.

Using pouch cells with metallic Li foil as the reference elec-

trode, Wu et al. studied the effect of the capacity ratio of the

anode to the cathode on the anode potential. When the ratio

was 0.9, the potential of mesocarbon microbeads (MCMB) was

reduced to �0.1 V with occurrence of lithium plating during 0.2

C charging, while the potential of MCMB remained above 0 V

when the ratio was 1.05, suggesting that the capacity ratio of the

anode to the cathode must be controlled within a certain

range.51 Meanwhile, using a LiySn micro-reference electrode,

Jansen et al. found that the potential of graphite anode dropped

below 0 V even when charging to the cutoff voltage of 4.1 V at

low temperatures.46

Although reference electrodes have been promisingly used to

detect anode lithium plating, which can provide helpful guid-

ance for the design and the charge protocol optimization of

practical LIBs, it is noteworthy that the introduction of a refer-

ence electrode should not signicantly disturb the current

distribution between the anode and the cathode in LIBs.52 It was

suggested that a large-size reference electrode could interfere

with the ionic pathways between the anode and the cathode;

therefore, a micro-reference electrode made by depositing

metallic lithium or lithium alloys onto inert substrates such as

thin Ni or Cu wires is a good choice.53,54 Moreover, the position

of the reference electrode may also interrupt the current

distribution and inuence the accurate measurement of anode

potential. Hoshi et al. observed the dissolution of a metallic

lithium reference electrode when it was placed between the

anode and the cathode; they suggested that the optimum

position for a reference electrode may be outside the area

between the anode and the cathode.52 However, the reference

electrode should not be far away from the electrodes in order to

minimize ohmic drop.55 The major drawback of monitoring the

anode potential is that the built-in reference electrode requires

modications of the battery design and fabrication process and

may interfere with the electrochemical processes in LIBs.

4.1.2 Coulombic efficiency. The coulombic efficiency of

a LIB, which is dened as the ratio of the discharge capacity to

the charge capacity during one cycle, reects side reactions such

as SEI formation and electrolyte oxidation. The coulombic

efficiency will decrease when metallic lithium deposits on the

anode because the deposited lithium consumes active lithium

by reacting with the electrolyte and forming dead lithium

during discharging, as discussed in Section 3. Therefore,

coulombic efficiency can be used to detect anode lithium

plating in LIBs. However, to detect trace amounts of deposited

metallic lithium, a high precision coulombmeter is needed. By

accurately measuring the coulombic efficiency with a precision

of 0.01%, Dahn and his co-workers obtained the threshold

charging rates of anode lithium plating at different tempera-

tures.56 It was found that a small amount of anode lithium

plating occurred at the charging current rate of C/2 at 12 �C,

while the onset charging current rate of anode lithium plating

at 50 �C was 2 C.

Coulombic efficiency as the detection signal of anode

lithium plating is highly feasible and appropriate for different

types of LIBs, if an accurate coulombmeter is used. However,

current commercial coulombmeters do not provide the

88686 | RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 88683–88700 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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required accuracy when measuring coulombic efficiency.

Moreover, other parasitic reactions may also result in a decrease

of coulombic efficiency during charging and should be taken

into consideration, such as oxidation of the electrolyte on the

positive electrode and loss of active materials during cycling. If

these parasitic reactions are severe, coulombic efficiency may

not be used as an efficient indicator for anode lithium plating.

4.1.3 Stripping discharge and voltage relaxation. At low

temperatures, aer anode lithium plating occurs, there is a high

voltage plateau during the subsequent discharge, which

provides evidence of anode lithium plating in LIBs. This high

voltage plateau is attributed to the preferential oxidation strip-

ping of deposited metallic lithium, due to its lower standard

electrode potential compared with that of the intercalated LixC6.

This detection method of anode lithium plating is called

stripping discharge. Using this method, Smart et al. studied the

effects of different electrolytes on anode lithium plating at low

temperatures.57 Petzl et al. also detected anode lithium plating

when charging LIBs to different SOCs at low temperatures

(#�20 �C), as shown in Fig. 2a.10 The reversible Li could be

quantied through differential voltage (dV/dQ) analysis of the

stripping discharge curves (Fig. 2b). The peaks in the differen-

tial voltage curves correspond to the transition from metallic

lithium stripping to Li deintercalation,58 which means that the

capacity at this dV/dQ peak is caused by metallic lithium

stripping, i.e., the reversible metallic lithium. It was observed

that the capacity of reversible metallic lithium increased to

a maximum at 90% SOC (Fig. 2c), and decreased to 0 mA h with

further charging to 100% SOC. The disappearance of metallic

lithium was mainly attributed to the reinsertion of deposited Li

into graphite during the lengthy, tapering charging to 100%

SOC, as shown in Fig. 1b. Therefore, deposited lithium could

not be detected by analysis of the stripping discharge curve for

100% SOC as there was no stripping of deposited metallic

lithium.

The key to the stripping discharge method is that the strip-

ping voltage plateau can be clearly identied and does not

overlap with that of the cathode material. As a result, this

method only applies to cathode materials without high poten-

tial plateaus, such as LiFePO4. Moreover, this method can be

used to detect anode lithium plating by characterizing the

reversible deposited lithium. Thus, when there is no stripping

of reversible metallic lithium in the subsequent discharge, we

cannot detect anode lithium plating even if it actually occurs, as

in the case discussed above of tapering the charging to 100%

SOC. For this reason, this method is only applicable at low

temperatures (lower than�20 �C reported to date10) because the

deposited metal lithium is more likely to reinsert into graphite

and react with the electrolyte at higher temperatures, which

reduces the reversible lithium and causes the disappearance of

the high voltage plateau during stripping discharge.

In addition to stripping discharge, anode lithium plating has

recently been detected in situ by voltage relaxation during the

resting of LIBs aer charging at low temperatures.59 A mixed

potential of the intercalated graphite phase and deposited

metallic lithium is formed during resting because the deposited

metallic lithium reinserts into graphite even if no external

current passes the LIBs. A modied differential voltage method

(dV/dt), similar to dV/dQ in Fig. 2b, was developed by Schindler

et al.59 The changes in dV/dt during resting were attributed to

the decay of the mixed potential because the reintercalation of

reversible deposited lithium into the anode led to an increase in

the mixed potential. Therefore, this dV/dt plot could indirectly

detect anode lithium plating and provide the amount of

deposited metallic lithium. However, they did not show any

direct/indirect proof to conrm this correlation between anode

lithium plating and the dV/dt plot, such as post-mortem anal-

ysis of the anode.

4.2. Physical characterization techniques

Anode lithium plating can also be distinguished by various

physical properties, including morphology, interface proper-

ties, chemical composition and microstructure. Thus, some

physical characterization techniques, such as optical micros-

copy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission elec-

tron microscopy (TEM), nuclear magnetic resonance

spectroscopy (NMR) and neutron diffraction, were used to

detect anode Li plating.

4.2.1 Morphology characterization. In situ and ex situ

optical microscopy, SEM and TEM have proved to be very

instrumental in characterizing the morphology of dendritic

lithium on scales from millimeters to nanometers; these

Fig. 2 (a) Discharge voltage profiles and (b) differential voltage plots (dV/dQ) of the 26650-type LiFePO4/graphite battery after 1 C charging to

different SOC levels at �20 �C, and (c) reversible lithium calculated from the dV/dQ plots (adapted from ref. 10).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016 RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 88683–88700 | 88687
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techniques also provide qualitative information about the

mechanism of anode lithium plating, which is helpful in

nding efficient approaches to prevent lithium dendrite growth.

Optical microscopy is generally employed for the in situ obser-

vation of anode lithium plating because of its facile design. The

arrangement of the in situ optical cell can be side-by-side60 or

face-to-face23 (Fig. 3) with a quartz glass window that allows the

electrodes to be exposed to visible light. The side-by-side

arrangement was designed by placing the working and

counter electrodes on separate spring-loaded stainless steel

supports with electrolyte between the electrodes.60 This design

has a long transport distance of Li+ along the working electrode,

with the maximum Li+ concentration on the edges close to the

counter electrode, where anode lithium plating is more prone to

occur (Fig. 3a). To realize a face-to-face observation, a separator

and a counter electrode with a hole are used to permit visible

light to pass through (Fig. 3b); this is closer to practical cell

layouts. In situ optical microscopy has been widely employed to

track the dendritic lithium growth process on metal lithium or

inert electrodes on a macro scale.61–64 Most optical observations

of graphite are based on color changes; only large amounts of

dendritic Li can be observed, because graphite strongly absorbs

visible light. For example, Guo et al. observed lithium dendrite

changes in situ with an optical graphite/LiFePO4 cell.65 When

the overcharge time was 10 min, the graphite became golden;

the lithium deposition could be seen on the edge of the graphite

electrode (Fig. 2c) and becamemore prominent with overcharge

time. Unfortunately, the low resolution of optical microscopes

limits its use for determining micro-morphology changes, such

as the nucleation and initial growth of metallic lithium.

SEM has been widely used to analyze the morphologies of

deposited lithium under different experimental conditions,

such as charge/discharge current, working temperature and

electrolyte composition.66–68 During ex situ SEM investigation, in

order to protect the sample from air exposure, special transfer

equipment was designed with a movable airlock to transfer the

sample from the glove box to the SEM.36,69 In situ SEM is more

helpful to understand the dynamics of Li nucleation, growth

and dissolution. However, due to the requirement of high

vacuum, in situ SEM could only be developed with extremely low

vapor electrolytes, such as solid/polymer electrolytes70,71 and

ionic liquids.72,73 Sagane et al. observed Li morphology during

lithium plating and stripping at a lithium phosphorus oxy-

nitride glass electrolyte and copper current collector (LiPON/

Cu) interface by in situ SEM.71 During plating, as shown in

Fig. 4a–e, the lithium nucleated rst, then grew with time, and

nally became needle-like. The dynamic stripping process

(Fig. 4f and g) demonstrated that the core region of deposited

lithium was mostly stripped, while its surface lost electro-

chemical activity, resulting in the formation of a large amount

of electrically-isolated dead lithium and the reduction of

coulombic efficiency during cycling. However, in situ SEM has

not yet been reported to study anode Li plating behavior on

graphite anode. Moreover, in situ SEM with common liquid

organic electrolytes is quite difficult due to the high vacuum

operation of SEM. To overcome this restriction, in situ envi-

ronmental SEM that requires moderate vacuum may enable

monitoring of electrode surface changes in less volatile organic

electrolytes.74 Also, it is worth mentioning that during SEM

observation, the materials should not be completely submerged

Fig. 3 In situ optical testing cells with (a) side by side and (b) face to face arrangements, and in situ observation of graphite during overcharge at

0.2 C for (c) 10 min, (d) 34 min, (e) 60 min and (f) 100 min ((c)–(f) are adapted from ref. 65).
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in the liquid electrolyte because the electrode must be exposed

to the electron beam.

Compared with SEM, TEM has higher resolution and is

a powerful tool to characterize the morphology and structure of

deposited lithium. A detailed discussion of in situ TEM and its

application can be seen in a previous review.75 A closed liquid

cell has been successfully demonstrated with two electron

transparent silicon nitride protection windows.76 Using in situ

TEM observation, the dynamic changes in nucleation, growth

and stripping of lithium dendrites in ionic and carbonate-based

liquids have been studied.77–79 Leenheer et al. imaged lithium

electrodeposition/dissolution in organic carbonate electrolyte

during the rst few cycles at submicron resolution and observed

increased dendritic lithium with increasing current density.78

More importantly, in situ TEM could probe the dynamic evolu-

tion of interfaces and understand the mechanisms of SEI

formation on the nanoscale, which cannot be easily achieved by

other techniques. Mehdi et al. distinguished Li deposited from

the SEI layer and quantied the thickness of the SEI layer on Pt

in LiPF6/PC electrolyte directly from TEM observations.77

However, TEM also has some drawbacks. On the one hand, real-

time TEM characterization with liquid cells is limited by low

resolution because multiple scattering of electrons in the liquid

layer and protection window material will weaken the signal of

the sample in the closed liquid cell.80 On the other hand, the

sample should be thin enough to be transmitted by electron

beam, which may be different from practical electrode systems.

4.2.2 Solid NMR spectroscopy. NMR spectroscopy is

a technique that exploits the magnetic properties of an atomic

nucleus in an external magnetic eld to reveal electronic and

structural information surrounding the nucleus. Using this

technique, different lithium compounds, such as dendritic

lithium, intercalated lithium (LixC6) and lithium silicon alloys

(LixSiy), can be distinguished due to the different chemical

environments of their Li nuclei. In situ 7Li solid NMR has been

implemented by some groups with specially designed batteries

to study the structural changes of the electrodes and electrode/

electrolyte interfaces.81–83 It was reported that in situ 7Li NMR

can successfully monitor the structural changes of anodes

during charge/discharge processes,84–88 including the detection

and quantication of metallic Li formation during cycling.21 For

instance, the inuence of stacking pressure and the separator

on the microstructure of a metallic Li electrode89 was investi-

gated; the location and intensity of 7Li signals enabled dis-

tinguishing of the microstructure of deposited lithium (e.g.,

mossy/dendritic lithium) from that of the bulk Li metal

electrode.

Recently, several groups have studied the growth of Li

dendrites on graphite electrodes by in situ NMR. A main benet

of in situ NMR is that it can be used to quantify deposited Li

using the intensities of the 7Li signals. Gotoh et al. designed

a full cell for in situ 7Li NMR to study Li plating behavior during

overcharging.90 They found that the deposited Li could reinsert

into carbon within a few hours of resting, which is called the

“relaxation effect”. This was the rst experimental proof for the

relaxation of deposited Li. Arai et al. investigated the effects of

graphite and hard carbon as anodes on Li plating using in situ
7Li NMR;91 they concluded that Li deposition was more difficult

and Li stripping was much easier on hard carbon than on

graphite. Accordingly, in situ NMR is a nondestructive and

convenient technique for detecting and quantifying anode Li

plating in LIBs.

In addition to the common NMR, magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI) can be more helpful in providing multidimen-

sional and spatially resolved information by computing the

resonance signals of certain atomic nuclei. Through in situMRI,

the locations of Li deposition and two-dimensional or three-

dimensional images of Li dendrites were reported;92 this is

helpful to understand the mechanisms of Li microstructure

growth and to nd ways to suppress dendrite growth.

4.2.3 Neutron diffraction. Neutron diffraction is a prom-

ising technique to nondestructively obtain structural informa-

tion about materials by the interactions between neutrons and

atomic nuclei. The uniqueness of neutron diffraction is that the

neutron absorption intensity is characteristic for certain

elements; in particular, it is sensitive to Li in electrode mate-

rials. Therefore, neutron diffraction has been used to study the

Fig. 4 In situ SEM studies of morphology during lithium plating for (a)

0 s, (b) 300 s, (c) 600 s, (d) 1800 s, and (e) 3600 s (also 0 s of stripping);

stripping at 50mA cm�2 for (f) 600 s, (g) 1200 s, and (h) 2160 s (adapted

from ref. 71).
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structural changes in electrode materials during cycling of

LIBs.93,94 Due to reection overlap and the relatively small

amounts of deposited Li compared with lithiated graphite, it is

difficult to determine the intensity of metallic Li directly

through neutron diffraction.95 However, anode Li plating can be

indirectly detected by measuring the degree of lithiated

graphite in Li-ion cells using in situ neutron diffraction. Zinth

et al. studied the inuence of charge rate on anode lithium

plating in 18650 LiNi1/3Mn1/3Co1/3O2/graphite cells at �20 �C

with in situ neutron diffraction.95 The intensities of LiC12 and

LiC6 were much lower at C/5 than that at C/30 under the same

SOC (Fig. 5a), indicating that lithium from the cathode was not

easily inserted into graphite during C/5 charging. Moreover,

during the subsequent discharge aer C/5 charge, the initial

intensities of LiC12 and LiC6 remained unchanged (Fig. 5b),

suggesting that no LixC6 was initially de-intercalated. Therefore,

the deposition and oxidation of metallic lithium must occur at

the end of the C/5 charge and at the beginning of the subse-

quent discharge, respectively. Additionally, the discharge

prole and intensity of LixC6 aer 20 h of relaxation aer C/5

charging exhibited similar trends to those for C/30 charging,

demonstrating that the deposited lithium reinserted into

graphite during 20 h resting.

Moreover, since lithium atoms and heavy atoms such as Cu

and Al have different interactions with neutrons and thus have

varied neutron attenuations, neutron imaging is very effective to

study the distribution of metallic lithium in electrode materials

without the inuence of the container and current collector on

the internal electrodes. Same et al. visualized metallic lithium

formation and its location on a graphite electrode during

overcharging of a graphite/Li coin cell with neutron imaging.96

In situ neutron diffraction is a promising method to detect

anode Li plating and reveal the associated mechanisms in

commercial LIBs without special designs. However, the expen-

sive neutron source is the main limitation for wide application

of this technique.

4.2.4 Other methods. Other methods have been used to

detect anode Li plating in LIBs. However, each method has its

own limitations. For example, taking into consideration the

additional volume increase due to anode lithium plating

instead of lithium intercalation, Bitzer et al. measured changes

in cell thickness during charging to detect Li plating for pouch

cells using a special experimental setup.97,98 This method was

only applicable to pouch cells with an obvious volume change

aer anode lithium plating. In addition, the volume increase

due to other gassing reactions, such as electrolyte oxidation or

reduction, was not considered in this method.

Using isothermal microcalorimetry, Downie et al. detected

the occurrence of lithium plating in LiNi0.4Mn0.4Co0.2O2/

graphite coin cells during charging based on the thermal

behavior of the anode lithium plating.99 When the intercalation

sites in graphite were fully occupied, a signicant drop of

thermal ow, which was caused by the entropy changes of

intercalation sites and overpotential, occurred. A small

exothermic response would emerge when anode lithium plating

occurred during the drop of heat ow; this could be recorded by

isothermal microcalorimetry, indicating the full lithiation of

graphite and the occurrence of anode lithium plating. This

detection method is limited by the requirements of a high-

precision isothermal calorimeter and adiabatic conditions.

Furthermore, the thermal behavior of deposited metallic Li in

commercial LIBs may not be identied by this method because

of the complex thermal behaviors in large commercial LIBs.

5. Influencing factors of anode Li
plating

Generally, anode lithium plating occurs when the intercalation

of Li+ ions into graphite becomes sluggish, causing an increase

of anode polarization. The lithium ion intercalation process

involves three successive steps: the diffusion of solvated Li+ ions

in the electrolyte, the interfacial charge-transfer process and the

Fig. 5 (a) Integral reflection intensities of LiC6, LiC12, and Li1�xC18 during C/30 (I) and C/5 (II) charging; (b) integral reflection intensity of LiC6,

LiC12, and Li1�xC18 during C/10 discharging after C/30 charging + 20 h rest (I), C/5 charging + 20 h rest (II) and 5/C charging + no rest (III) (adapted

from ref. 95).
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diffusion of Li in the solid electrode material. The slowing of

any step will result in anode lithium plating. Many factors

(shown in Table 1) inuence the lithium ion intercalation

process and, thus, anode lithium plating; these include low-

temperature charging, overcharging, high-rate charging, non-

uniform current and potential distributions and long-term

cycling. In this section, we discuss the main factors that

induce anode lithium plating under different working condi-

tions and in different cell designs.

5.1. Low temperature

The capacities and power capabilities of LIBs are severely

limited at low temperature, especially below �20 �C.108 Many

studies have shown that the poor low-temperature performance

of LIBs is mainly related to polarization of the anode.109,110 The

increased polarization at low temperatures drives the anode

potential to below 0 V, leading to anode lithium plating before

the anode intercalation sites are fully utilized. The increased

polarization is ascribed to reduced ionic conductivity of the

electrolyte, high resistance of the solid electrolyte interphase

(SEI) lm, increased charge transfer resistance and slow lithium

diffusion within graphite. Among these, the dominant factors

are still controversial. It has been proved that the ionic

conductivity of the electrolyte is not the key factor in poor low-

temperature performance because lithium ion diffusion in the

electrolyte is much faster than in the solid electrode (solid

lithium diffusion).109 The main debate regarding the inu-

encing factors of anode lithium plating at low temperatures is

charge-transfer resistance, Li+ solid diffusion in graphite or

a combination of these.109,111

Lithium ion diffusion coefficient in a solid electrode (DLi+) can

be determined by some electrochemical techniques, including

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), slow scan cyclic

voltammetry (SCCV), galvanostatic intermittent titration tech-

nique (GITT) and potential step chronoamperometry (PSCA).

Using the PSCA technique, DLi+ in graphite was obtained during

the charge and discharge processes at �20 �C.112 It was found

that DLi+ was signicantly reduced to only 12% of that at room

temperature, consistent with the low capacity of graphite at �20
�C. Moreover, DLi+ in the delithiated graphite was higher than

that in the lithiated graphite, which indicates that Li intercala-

tion is more difficult than Li deintercalation at low tempera-

tures.112 Using the GITT technique, DLi+ in graphite was found to

decrease from 10�8 cm2 s�1 at room temperature to 10�13 cm2

s�1 at �32 �C, indicating that the limiting factor for low

temperature charging is Li+ solid diffusion in graphite.100

Meanwhile, Jiang et al.11 found that 4 h of resting were required

for the deposited lithium to diffuse into graphite at�20 �C, while

this process was rather rapid at 25 �C, demonstrating that

lithium solid diffusion in graphite is limited at low temperatures.

Using an electrochemical-thermal coupled model with different

electrolyte conductivities, solid state diffusivities and interfacial

kinetic resistances, Wang et al.113 concluded that Li+ diffusion in

electrolyte and bulk graphite limits the low-temperature

discharge behavior.

At the same time, much experimental evidence has also

demonstrated that sluggish charge transfer kinetics are the

limiting factor of low temperature performance. The charge

transfer resistance was obtained by EIS and hybrid pulse power

characterization (HPPC) techniques. It was observed that the

interface kinetics of electrochemical reactions declined sharply

below 0 �C, regardless of the anode materials.101,102 Equivalent

circuit simulation of the EIS results conrmed that interfacial

charge-transfer resistance was the limiting factor at low

temperatures.53 The charge transfer process contains two steps:

(1) desolvation of solvated lithium ions and (2) naked Li+

migration through SEI along with electrons originating from

the current collector, as shown in Fig. 6. The overall activation

energy of the graphite/electrolyte interface was 60 to 70 kJ mol�1

as calculated by the temperature dependent Arrhenius behavior

of the charge transfer resistance. Among these, the Li+ des-

olvation process (about 52 � 3 kJ mol�1) was the main

contributor to the charge transfer process and may be more

sluggish at low temperatures.114–116

To date, although numerous investigations on the low-

temperature behavior of LIBs have been conducted, the rate

determining step of anode lithium plating at low temperatures

has still not been identied. In most cases, the mechanism of

Table 1 The causes of anode lithium plating under different working

conditions

Working conditions Causes of anode lithium plating

Low temperature Limited lithium solid diffusion100 and

sluggish charge transfer process101,102

High rate charging Lithium solid diffusion and charge transfer
limitations103–105

Non-uniform charging Unreasonable cell design and local defects106

Long-term cycling Continued growth of SEI lm26,107

Fig. 6 Li ion intercalation process and energy barrier for charge

transfer from the electrolyte to bulk graphite (adapted from ref. 116).
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low-temperature anode lithium plating depends on the diag-

nostic technique. However, most of the testing techniques are

performed near the equilibrium states and thus cannot reveal

real kinetic behaviors at low temperatures. Accordingly, the

mechanism of low-temperature anode lithium plating cannot

be deeply understood, and it is difficult to avoid anode lithium

plating at low temperatures. New experimental and modeling

techniques are urgently needed to fully understand the poor

low-temperature behaviors of LIBs.

5.2. High charging rate

In LIBs, moderate charge currents are recommended to ensure

the favorable insertion of lithium ion into graphite (shown in

Fig. 7a and b). Fast charging of LIBs, which is highly required for

electric vehicles, is mainly limited by the Li+ insertion process at

the graphite anode.117 It is generally believed that the limited

solid diffusion of lithium in graphite dominates the lithiation

process at high charge currents.103–105 When charging at high

charge rates, a large amount of Li+ ions accumulate on the

electrode/electrolyte interface because the Li solid diffusion (DLi+

¼ 10�11 to 10�8 cm2 s�1)118 is signicantly lower than Li+ diffu-

sion in the electrolyte. This accumulation results in a high

concentration gradient of Li+ ions on the interface of graphite. If

the concentration of Li ions on the interface is saturated, anode

lithium plating will occur (Fig. 7c). However, the charge transfer

kinetics should not be ignored during high rate charging. Charge

transfer kinetics would be the rate-limiting factor at sufficiently

high charge rates, such as pulse charging.119 Dokko et al. inves-

tigated the charge transfer kinetics of a singleMCMBparticle and

found that Li diffusion in the MCMB particle did not limit the Li

extraction rate, even at the current rate of 50 C.120

5.3. Overcharge

Accidental overcharge of LIBs also facilitates anode lithium

plating. Under the normal charging voltage, Li+ ions trans-

ferred from the cathode can smoothly insert into graphite

(Fig. 7a), and no anode lithium plating occurs until full lith-

iation (Fig. 7b). When LIBs are charged above the normal

upper cutoff voltage (overcharged), the concentration of

lithium ions on the anode/electrolyte interface exceeds that

which the anode can accommodate, leading to anode lithium

plating121 (Fig. 7d). Verbrugge et al.13 studied the effect of

overcharging on a single-ber electrode made from partially

graphite carbon. They illustrated that no anode lithium

plating was observed during the initial stage when the anode

potential was below 0 V (vs. Li+/Li) because the lithium inser-

tion process was more facile compared with lithium plating.

However, anode lithium plating occurred and became severe

when the negative potentials were maintained below 0 V for

a long time. In order to avoid anode lithium plating, the

anode/cathode capacity ratio in LIBs is generally designed to

be greater than 1. Therefore, anode lithium plating did not

occur until charging to 120% SOC at the current rate of 0.2 C.91

However, a large amount of anode Li plating occurred aer

overcharging the commercial prismatic 0.72 A h Li-ion cell to

4.6 V (150% SOC).122 In addition, another undesired side

reaction at high charge voltage is oxidation of the electrolyte

on the positive electrode,5 which is beyond the scope of this

review.

5.4. Non-uniform charging

Non-uniform charging at room temperature is mainly caused by

unreasonable cell designs and local defects (see Table 2 for

details). Non-uniform charging will result in inhomogeneous

distributions of current density and temperature, which are

likely to induce local anode lithium plating.123 Cannarella et al.

demonstrated well how a locally deformed separator inuenced

anode lithium plating through assembling coin cells with local

closure on the separator. The separator was locally compressed

(Fig. 8a)106 to produce closed pores (the transparent part in

Fig. 8b). The morphology of graphite aer charging is presented

in Fig. 8c and d. Compared with the intact separator, apparent

anode lithium plating could be observed around the region of

pore closure of the separator (Fig. 8d) during normal charging.

The reason for the local anode lithium plating was further

explained by the axisymmetric nite element model. It was

Fig. 7 Illustration of different charge protocols: (a) charging to 50% SOC at low rates, (b) charging to 100% SOC, (c) charging at high rates, and (d)

overcharging.
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illustrated that the defect separator was lithium ion-insulated,

which locally generated high Li+ concentration and over-

potential on the open/closed separator interface, thus inducing

anode lithium plating around the defect separator.

6. Restraint of anode lithium plating

It is well known that Li dendrite growth is still a major challenge

for the wide application of Li metal secondary batteries. The

electrode/electrolyte interface is the most critical factor for the

Li metal electrode, which is the same as graphite anode in

lithium ion batteries. To prevent dendrite growth for lithium

metal, the formation of a stable and exible interface on the Li

metal anode through electrolyte composition,128–131 an ex situ-

formed protective layer,132,133 special design of Li electrodes with

nanostructures or current collectors with 3D structures134–138

and cell designs (e.g., novel separator)139,140 are essential to the

successful application of Li secondary batteries. Like the

suppression of Li dendrite growth in Li metal anodes, for

lithium ion batteries, improving the electrode/electrolyte

interface is key to facilitate lithium insertion kinetics. There-

fore, electrolyte components such as solvents, Li salts, and

additives used to suppress Li dendrite growth could be applied

in lithium ion batteries as well. In addition, as Li deposition on

graphite anode is an undesired parasitic reaction, which is

different from the case of Li metal batteries, special methods

such as graphite modication, cell design (e.g., the capacity

ratio of anode/cathode) and appropriate charge protocols (e.g.,

avoiding high charge rate and low temperature) are required for

LIBs.

Based on the above inuencing factors of anode lithium

plating and their mechanisms, extensive investigations,

including designing the electrolyte composition, modifying the

interfacial properties of the anode, and optimizing cell design

and charge protocols, have been carried out in order to prevent

anode lithium plating.

6.1. Optimization of electrolyte composition

The electrolyte used in LIBs, which is typically composed of

a mixture of organic solvents and lithium salt, not only deter-

mines the ionic conductivity of the electrolyte, but also has

signicant effects on the SEI lm. Ethylene carbonate (EC) has

the advantages of a high dielectric constant and SEI-formation

ability on graphite; lithium hexauorophosphate (LiPF6) is the

most commonly used electrolyte in EC-based organic solvents.

However, the high melting point and viscosity of EC solvent

reduce the ion conductivity of the electrolyte and limit the low

temperature performance of LIBs, especially below �20 �C.141

To improve the low-temperature properties of the electrolyte,

several strategies have been suggested, such as employing co-

solvents with low melting points and low viscosities, alterna-

tive Li salts and electrolyte additives.

Ternary and quaternary carbonate-based electrolytes with

low EC content have been extensively studied by Jet Propulsion

Laboratory and have exhibited improved low-temperature

performance.142–144 The employed co-solvents, with low

melting points and low viscosities, include linear carbonates

such as ethyl methyl carbonate (EMC) and diethyl carbonate

(DEC), cyclic carbonates such as propylene carbonate (PC), and

aliphatic esters such as methyl acetate (MA), ethyl acetate (EA),

ethyl propionate (EP) and ethyl butyrate (EB).145 For example,

a ternary solvent system of EC–DMC–EMC with LiPF6 as the

lithium salt showed a specic conductivity of >1 mS cm�1 at

�40 �C.146 PC is an attractive low-temperature co-solvent due to

its low melting point and high boiling point. However, PC will

co-intercalate into graphite and destroy the structure of

graphite during the rst charging process. In order to solve this

problem, SEI-forming additives, such as vinylene compounds

and sultes, that can be predominantly reduced on the graphite

surface were suggested to protect the graphite structure. For

example, the addition of 5% ethylene sulte (ES) could effec-

tively prevent the co-intercalation of PC into graphite, as the ES

could form an effective SEI layer at about 2.1 V (vs. Li+/Li).147,148

Table 2 Main causes of non-uniform charging

Non-uniform

charging Specic correlations

Unreasonable

design

Cell mismatch, e.g., excess cathode activematerial5,124

Geometric mists, e.g., large cathodes overlapping

anodes at the edges124

Large scale cells, e.g., the distribution of temperature

and current density in large scale cells are more likely

to be inhomogeneous during charging125

Local defects Locally deformed separators106

Local drying out of electrolyte5

Partial delamination between the active material and

current collector126

Non-uniform compression/mechanical stress127

Fig. 8 (a) Schematic of a device designed to deliberately create local

deformation on the separator, (b) photograph of the local-defect

separator showing that the deformed part appears transparent, (c) cell

with a defect-free separator in the charged state, showing uniform

color, and (d) cell with a defect-containing separator in the lithiation

state, showing local plating around the defect (adapted from ref. 106).
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In addition to co-solvents, the low-temperature performance

of LIBs has been improved by the choice of Li salts, including

lithium tetrauoroborate (LiBF4), lithium bis(oxalate)borate

(LiBOB), and lithium diuorooxalatoborate (LiDFOB). It has

been found that LiBF4 provides better low-temperature perfor-

mance by decreasing the charge transfer resistance, probably

owing to the less resistive anode SEI lm formed in the LiBF4-

based electrolyte.149 However, the SEI lm formed in LiBF4-

based electrolyte does not fully protect the PC-containing elec-

trolyte and is unstable at high temperatures. Therefore, a small

amount of LiBOB is added to the LiBF4–PC based electrolyte

because BOB anion is effectively involved in the SEI formation

and can form a stable SEI lm by reduction on the anode.150–152

Unfortunately, LiBOB as the Li salt has low conductivity and

limited solubility in organic carbonates; it is generally used as

an electrolyte additive. LiDFOB contains the molecular moieties

of both LiBOB and LiBF4 and thus combines their advantages,

such as SEI-forming ability in organic carbonates and low

charge-transfer resistance.153 In addition, LiDFOB has relatively

high solubility in organic carbonates and improves the ionic

conductivity. LiDFOB has been reported to improve the rate

capacity and subzero-temperature performance of

graphite.154,155 Therefore, LiDFOB is one of the most promising

lithium salts for wide-temperature operation applications.

Recently, high concentration lithium salts (>3 mol L�1) in

various solvents such as PC, ether, nitrile, sulfoxide and sulfone

have been found to improve the capability of Li+ intercalation

into graphite because the superconcentrated electrolytes allow

for reversible lithium intercalation rather than solvent co-

intercalation into graphite.117,156–158 These ndings provide

new insights for designing fast-charging and low-temperature

electrolytes.

The use of electrolyte additives is also a convenient and

efficient way to improve the electrochemical performance and

safety of LIBs.159 As is well known, vinylene carbonate (VC),

uoroethylene carbonate (FEC), vinyl ethylene carbonate (VEC),

ES and propylene sulte (PS)148 can help form effective SEIs on

graphite, particularly in non-carbonate solvents. However, some

SEI-forming additives are more prone to anode lithium plating.

For example, VC in low EC-based electrolyte increased the

likelihood of anode lithium plating during low temperature

charging due to the highly resistive surface lms formed by VC

on the anode, which retarded the anode lithium intercalation

kinetics.57 Therefore, additives that can reduce anode interface

resistance are needed to prevent anode lithium plating. The use

of 2% allyl sulde (AS) in 1.3 M LiPF6 EC : EMC : DEC (3 : 2 : 5)

can improve the low-temperature (�30 �C) performance and

mitigate lithium plating.160 The addition of 0.22mol L�1NaClO4

into 1 mol L�1 LiClO4 electrolyte can improve the low-

temperature performance of LIBs due to the modication of

Na+ on SEI lm.161,162 Meanwhile, cesium or rubidium ions

formed a positively charged electrostatic shield around the

protuberances of Li dendrites, which could prevent the forma-

tion of Li dendrites.163 In addition, additives such as

polysiloxane-based copolymers could enhance ionic conduc-

tivities, thus improving the low-temperature performance.164

Details of these electrolytes and their inuences on electrode/

electrolyte interfaces can be seen in a review.165

6.2. Modication of anode materials

Undoubtedly, the surface properties of anode materials also

have great impacts on not only the electrochemical perfor-

mance of the anode but also on anode Li plating; the activation

energy of the charge-transfer kinetics and the SEI resistance of

the anode can be adjusted by surface modication of the anode

materials. As carbonaceous materials are the most commonly

used anode materials for LIBs, due to their high reversible

capacity and low working potential and cost, themodication of

carbonaceous materials is widely studied (see Table 3). These

modications generally improve the overall performance of

graphite; for example, they can increase the reversible capacity

and rate capacity. Detailed descriptions of the modications of

graphite materials can be seen in a previous review.166 Here, the

effects of these modications on the low temperature perfor-

mance of LIBs and the main limitations of different modica-

tions are discussed.

6.2.1 Non-graphitic carbon coating layers. Amorphous

carbon coatings have been reported to improve the electro-

chemical performance of graphite; improved reversible

capacity, cyclability, rate capability and low temperature

performance have been observed.166,179,180 It is noteworthy that

the thickness and uniformity of the carbon coating should be

well controlled. A carbon coating layer that is too thin cannot

form a complete protection layer, while a coating layer that is

too thick may act as a barrier for Li+ diffusion and reduce the

intercalation capacity. The preferential carbon coating content

is generally 5 to 15 mass%,181–183 depending on the carbon

sources and substrate materials.

6.2.2 Coating or doping of metals/metal oxides. Metal

coating and doping, especially with Cu and Sn, can improve the

electrode kinetics and intercalation capacity of graphite at low

temperatures. Oxidized graphite (the graphite was thermally

treated in air) with a 50 Å Sn coating showed improved rate

performance (Fig. 9a); this is probably due to the involvement of

Sn in the formation of the SEI, increasing the electronic

conductivity and improving the charge transfer process

(Fig. 9b). However, aer the metal coating, the coulombic effi-

ciency of the graphite decreased at the rst cycle. Moreover, the

amount of metal should be optimized to avoid adverse effects

due to the aggregation of metals and reduction of the specic

capacity.184–186

6.2.3 Increasing lithium solid diffusion. One of the main

limitations to fast lithiation/delithiation of graphite during

high rate or low temperature cycling is lithium solid diffusion in

bulk graphite. There are two ways to increase lithium solid

diffusion: enlarge the interlayer spacing of graphite and shorten

the diffusion distance. To increase the interlayer distance of

graphite, several approaches, such as mild-expansion and edge-

exfoliation modication of graphite,172,187 have been suggested.

However, the reversible capacity of expanded graphite is usually

inferior to that of bare graphite due to the reduced graphitiza-

tion degree and greater number of defects.188 Also, the
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electronic conductivity decreases as the disorder increases,189

which is not benecial to the intercalation/deintercalation

processes. The lithium diffusion distance can be signicantly

shortened by nanostructured carbonaceous materials.190 Addi-

tionally, a nanostructured graphene structure with enlarged

interlayers178 can greatly favor lithium solid diffusion. However,

a high surface area results in a large electrode/electrolyte

interface, leading to more severe parasitic reactions and lower

coulombic efficiency. Moreover, the rather low volumetric

energy density of graphene limits it usage in anode active

materials. These nanostructured materials may be more suit-

able as conductive additives than as the main active material,

which could also mitigate anode lithium plating to a certain

degree.

6.2.4 Types of carbonaceous material. Anode lithium

plating behavior is also closely related to the type of carbon

material. Both so and hard carbons exhibit excellent rate

capacity and low-temperature performance compared with

graphite, and thus have less propensity toward anode lithium

plating than graphite at low temperatures.91,146 The different

electrochemical behaviors of carbonaceous materials are due to

their various structures. Graphite has high crystallinity and an

ordered layered structure, which is suitable for Li insertion into

the interlayers. In contrast, so and hard carbons possess

disordered structures with many types of Li insertion sites,

which shortens the distance of Li+ diffusion. However, the large

irreversible capacities of so and hard carbons limit their wide

use in commercial LIBs.

6.3. Cell design

The optimization of cell design parameters can improve anode

performance (including anode lithium plating) by reducing

the polarization. It has been found that increasing the porosity

Table 3 Modifications of graphite materials

Modication Detailed approaches and references Functions and effects

Coating non-graphitic carbon layer Carbonization of the combination of graphite

with carbon precursors such as poly(vinyl

alcohol) (PVA) and poly(vinyl chloride)

(PVC)167,168

Excellent electrical conductivity, superior

chemical/electrochemical stability and higher

Li-ion diffusivity

Doping or coating with metals/metal oxides

(Au, Cu, In, Pb or Sn, Ni, Ag, SnO, SnO2, Al2O3)

Doping: mixing of nanosized powder with

graphite; coating: metal evaporation169–171
Increased electronic conductivity; modied

SEI lm; may act as hosts for lithium storage

Surface decoration Edge-selective functionalization of graphite172

and mild expansion173
Enlarged graphite interlayer spacing

Nanostructured carbon Nanoparticulate graphite,174 nanotubes or

pores,175,176 graphene nanosheets (GNSs),177

nanostructured graphene framework178

Shortened lithium diffusion route

Fig. 9 (a) Reversible capacity of different graphites at C/5 from 20 �C to�30 �C: pristine oxidized graphite anode (A), coated with a 50 Å Sn layer

(B) and 1% (w/o) Sn powder in oxidized graphite (C); (b) illustration of the superior performance of Sn coated graphite ((a) adapted from ref. 186).
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and reducing the thickness of the anode could effectively

prevent anode lithium plating.111 Meanwhile, increases in

residual capacity and anode width are also instrumental to

slow or suppress anode lithium plating.13 However, over-

increasing the anode capacity would lead to capacity loss

and additional cost, which must be considered in the design of

practical LIBs. In addition, the number and location of the

current collecting tabs also have impacts on the current

distribution, especially for large-format cells. In order to

increase the uniform distribution of current density and

reduce the risk of local anode lithium plating for large-format

LIBs, the conguration of positive and negative tabs located at

the same ends, which readily induces inhomogeneous current

distribution, should be avoided;191 increasing the tab number

has been suggested.192

6.4. Charging protocols

Appropriate charging protocols have also been suggested to

inhibit anode lithium plating, especially at sub-zero temper-

atures. First of all, high-rate charging at a high state of charge

and overcharging should be avoided in order to prevent anode

lithium plating. Moreover, the standard constant current–

constant voltage (CC–CV) protocol at high rates and low

temperatures is more prone to anode lithium plating, result-

ing in fast capacity fading. Novel charging strategies have

been proposed, mainly based on three-electrode measure-

ments and numerical simulations. With a lithium reference

electrode, Waldmann et al. described a stepwise charging

strategy:193 high-rate charging to a voltage corresponding to

the anode potential of 0 V (vs. Li+/Li), followed by low-rate

charging to the end of the charge voltage. A model based on

the assumption that lithium solid diffusion is the rate limiting

factor of charging showed that the capacity range without

saturation of lithium ions at the interface could be extended

by proper selection of current waveform parameters, thereby

signicantly enhancing the low temperature performance.104

Based on an electrochemical model with the lithium deposi-

tion criterion of anode potential below 0 V (vs. Li+/Li), Tipp-

mann et al. simulated and predicted the CC–CV charging

parameters for LIBs without anode lithium plating at low

temperatures.20

When charging at low temperatures, strong interplay exists

between electrochemical and thermal processes.194 Building

a thermal strategy is necessary to prevent or reduce degrada-

tion by anode lithium plating at low temperatures. Higher

charging rates, particularly pulse charging at lower SOC, were

suggested to self-heat and warm up the cells. Hasan et al.

proposed a subzero temperature charging protocol which

involved a decay pulse charging current followed by CC–CV

charging through an electrochemical-thermal coupled

model.111 In addition, preheating before cell operation has

been suggested to reduce anode lithium plating at low

temperatures. The preheating methods include external heat-

ing using electric resistance heaters, heat pumps such as

external jacket heating or airow heating, and internal heating

methods such as high frequency alternating current heating195

and direct current heating, which have been discussed in detail

in a review.196

7. Conclusion and prospects

Anode lithium plating is one of the main factors that result in

rapid aging and safety issues of LIBs; addressing this issue is

critical to designing safer and more durable LIBs. This paper

presents a complete review of anode lithium plating, mainly

covering its mechanisms, diagnostic techniques, incentives and

suppressing approaches. Various techniques have been applied

to detect anode lithium plating. Among these, physical char-

acterizations such as solid-state NMR spectroscopy and neutron

diffraction are promising for understanding the mechanisms of

lithium plating, while electrochemical methods such as

coulombic efficiency and discharge voltage proles are more

applicable to practical LIBs. Nevertheless, it is still challenging

to sensitively and quantitatively detect anode lithium plating in

practical LIBs, which is signicant for battery management

systems.

The cause of anode lithium plating depends strongly on the

cell design and operating conditions, especially charge rate and

temperature. During high-rate charging at room temperature, the

poor solid phase diffusion of lithium ions is responsible for

anode lithium plating. As the temperature decreases, the inter-

face reaction is also hindered in addition to solid phase lithium

diffusion. Therefore, the main limiting factor of anode lithium

plating at low temperatures is still controversial: sluggish charge

transfer kinetics and limited lithium ion diffusion in graphite

have both been proposed. At present, in order to suppress anode

lithium plating, optimizing the electrolyte composition and

modifying the graphite surface structure by methods such as

coating and doping are usually employed. In addition, appro-

priate working conditions and charging protocols can reduce the

possibility of anode lithium plating. Nevertheless, anode lithium

plating has still not been satisfactorily suppressed because the

anode lithium plating process is complicated.

Therefore, in spite of signicant progress, the problem of

anode lithium plating in practical LIBs is still greatly chal-

lenging. Substantial further research efforts to fully understand

and suppress anode lithium plating are needed, which mainly

include: (1) nondestructive and more reliable detecting

methods of anode lithium plating (especially trace lithium

plating) for commercial LIBs based on their unique character-

istics, such as embedding of a reliable reference electrode and

elaborate differential voltage/capacity analysis; (2) clarifying the

main mechanism that induces anode lithium plating by devel-

oping new experimental approaches, such as in situmorphology

characterization techniques coupled with in situ electro-

chemical impedance measurements to analyze Li dendrite

formation and growth, as well as models that are more

consistent with the normal operating conditions of batteries; (3)

delicate anode/electrolyte interface engineering to reduce SEI

resistance by efficiently modifying the anode surface and opti-

mizing the electrolyte compositions and the choice of appro-

priate additives.
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